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Abstract: An accurate technique to characterize chromatic dispersion and its slope versus
wavelength is reported. The method is based on a heterodyne Mach–Zehnder interferometer, which is immune to thermal phase noise by using a counterpropagating reference
beam. Chromatic dispersion profiles are obtained over a broad wavelength region even in
short waveguides with considerable loss. Conventional strip silicon waveguides as well as
slotted geometries are considered. Theoretical simulations are also presented for
comparison, which show good agreement with the experimental results.
Index Terms: Silicon nanophotonics, waveguides.

1. Introduction
Transporting and processing high bitrate signals require a precise management of dispersion
properties [1], [2]. Nonlinear effects are also very sensitive to, not only dispersion, but its exact
dependence with wavelength, i.e., its higher order derivatives [1]. Chromatic dispersion
measurement techniques have been reported by many authors. Examples of these are techniques
like time-of-flight [3] or phase-shift methods [4]. Time-of-flight methods are based on the relative
temporal delays measurement for pulses at different wavelengths and, in phase-shift methods, the
input to output phase shift of a modulated signal is measured in order to obtain the group delay
spectra. These dispersion characterization techniques were originally conceived for optical fibers,
where propagation distance can be made very long in order to provide large delays. When the
sample to measure is short, more precise interferometric techniques are needed like the ones
reported in [5]–[10]. These techniques employ a Mach–Zehnder interferometer (MZI) or Michaelson
interferometer, where the fringe positions provide the phase information. However, interferometers,
especially if fiber-based, suffer from thermal fluctuations which introduce phase noise that randomly
shifts the fringes. If the insertion loss of the sample is high, the measurement may require several
seconds or minutes, which is a timescale where thermal phase noise can dramatically degrade the
measurement.
In other references [11]–[13], waveguide dispersion is measured by making a fully- integrated
unbalanced MZI. Scanning the wavelength one can extract dispersion by measuring the change of
free-spectral range (FSR) of the fringes. However, some problems of this technique are i) this only
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. PC: Polarization controller, PD: Photo-detector, AOM: Acoustooptic
modulator, ODL: Optical delay line. Solid lines denote fiber connections, and dashed lines, electrical
connections. The ODL is pigtailed, but has a free-space delay inside. Isolators suppress the optical
signals travelling toward the laser outputs.

provides discrete values of group index, ii) these measurements are also affected by thermal noise,
and iii) the technique cannot be applied to a single straight waveguide, because an integrated MZI
is needed.
In this paper, we propose a method for chromatic dispersion characterization with a fiber-based MZI
using a technique which is immune to thermal phase noise. We describe how the proposed
experimental setup compensates the fringe instability and we show continuous chromatic dispersion
profiles obtained for different waveguide geometries together with theoretical calculations.

2. Technique
Fig. 1 shows the measurement apparatus. It is a fiber-based MZI, where one of the branches has an
optical delay line (ODL), and the other has the waveguide sample. Acoustooptic modulators
(AOMs) are also present in both branches, and they are used as frequency shifters. Their RF
frequencies are set to 80 and 80.04 MHz, respectively, so that when the beams are recombined
they produce 40 kHz beatings which can be precisely measured with a lock-in amplifier. The lock-in
also extracts the phase of the beatings, which is measured with respect to the phase of the beatings
produced by a counterpropagating beam. This is carried out by amplifying the signal from the
reference photodiode and sending it to the lock-in reference input. In this way, thermal fluctuations
which affect both beams are cancelled out, and only the wavelength dependence of the phase is
extracted during the sweep. A similar concept for stabilizing a MZI was reported in [14] for a distributed
fiber sensor system. In principle, one could also use a copropagating beam as a reference, but that
would require filters to separate the signal from the reference beam, thus a counterpropagating
reference is easier to implement. On the other hand, if the lock-in amplifier in use can reach the MHz
range, only one AOM would be necessary, as the beatings would have 80 MHz frequency.
Let us obtain the equations that govern the phase response of this system. Frequency dependent
propagation constant can be expanded in Taylor series as follows [15]:
ð!Þ ¼ neff ð!Þ

!
1
1
¼ 0 þ 1 ð!  !0 Þ þ 2 ð!  !0 Þ2 þ 3 ð!  !0 Þ3 þ . . .
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(1)

where i ¼ ðd i =d !i Þ!¼!0 ði ¼ 0; 1; 2 . . .Þ. The first three terms of the propagation constant can be
expressed as
0 ¼

!0
neff ð!0 Þ;
c

1 ¼
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;
c

2 ¼

2
D
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(2)

where neff is the effective index, 1 is related to the group index ðng Þ and 2 is the group velocity
dispersion (GVD) parameter. Let us consider a MZI consisting of an homogeneous waveguide in
one arm and a variable air path, e.g., an ODL, in the other branch. To compensate for the response
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Fig. 2. Different measurement schemes, where the actual measurement is shown in the top panel and
the reference in the bottom panel. (a) Only one length of homogeneous waveguide using a
measurement with no sample as reference. (b) Two different lengths of a waveguide, using the shorter
one as the reference.

of the system, two measurements with different lengths are necessary, the shortest one to be used
as a reference. There are two possibilities to make this, as shown in Fig. 2. If the waveguide is
homogeneous (no tapers or wider parts to facilitate the coupling) one can remove the sample to get
the reference response [see Fig. 2(a)]. On the other hand, if the waveguide has section variations of
considerable length, the reference must contain the same section variations, and only the length of
the section under test must be different, as shown in Fig. 2(b).
In any case, we are interested in the phase difference with respect to the reference measurement,
therefore the dispersion response of the AOMs, fibers, and waveguide coupling regions are all
compensated. The response will only depend on Ls , which is the extra waveguide length between
both measurements, and La , which is the extra air path added to the ODL to keep the MZI balanced.
If we define s as the phase added when increasing the waveguide length by Ls and a as the
phase added when increasing the ODL path by La , we have


2
3
2
3
(3)
s ð!Þ  s ð!0 Þ ¼ Ls 1 ! þ ! þ !
2!
3!
!
:
(4)
a ð!Þ  a ð!0 Þ ¼ La
c
Hence, the phase difference between both branches  ¼ s  a is given by




La
1
1
2 !2 þ 3 !3 :
ð!Þ  ð!0 Þ ¼ Ls 1 
! þ Ls
2!
3!
c

(5)

Balancing the MZI consists of adjusting La to make the first term in ! equal to zero. This is
experimentally carried out by moving the ODL until the slope of the phase at the central wavelength
becomes zero. Under these conditions, the group index of the waveguide under test will be given by
ng ¼ c  1 ¼

La
:
Ls

(6)

The ODL must have a range which is long enough to cover the path difference between the
reference sweep and the signal sweep. An ODL range of 500 ps would allow the characterization of
devices up to that amount of delay, which corresponds to an approximate length of 37 mm
(assuming a group index of 4), which is enough for most photonic integrated circuits.
Once the MZI is balanced, the terms from (5) in !2 and !3 can be obtained from a polynomial
fit of the resulting curve. In principle, one could also obtain higher-order dispersion terms, but these
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Fig. 3. Phase noise versus time when the measurement is unreferenced (red, dashed) and referenced
with a counter-propagating beam at fixed wavelength (black, solid). Signal and reference wavelengths
were 1550 and 1530 nm, respectively. The phase noise is dramatically reduced by referencing.

Fig. 4. Different measured waveguides. (a) 430 nm wide silicon strip for TE polarization. (b) 487 nm
wide silicon strip for TM polarization. (c) Vertical slot waveguide. Waveguide parameters were extracted
from SEM micrographs and were fine-tuned within the measurement error range to optimize the fitting.

terms would only become evident if lower-order terms are small. In our case, we have fitted the
curves up to third-order.
Fig. 3 shows the effect of thermal phase drift. The red dashed curve shows the fluctuations of the
signal beam phase with time without using the counterpropagating beam as a reference. In this
case, the lock-in amplifier was referenced with the 40 kHz beatings obtained from mixing the RF
sources of the AOMs. The plot shows a noise level which would prevent a reliable measurement of
the phase dependence on wavelength with a sweep that takes several seconds. On the other hand,
the solid black curve shows the phase when referencing with the beatings produced by the
counterpropagating reference beam. The fixed wavelength of the counterpropagating beam must
be close to the propagating signal wavelength, as this way the phase noise is reduced to the
minimum. For this reason, it was set to the central wavelength where the MZI is balanced. The
phase noise is greatly reduced because thermal fluctuations of the optical paths of both branches
equally affect both beams.

3. Fabrication
In this paper, we show the characterization of silicon-based waveguides with three different
geometries, which we call Sample A, B and C.
Sample A and Sample B are strip waveguides patterned with deep-UV lithography. They have 2 m
oxide buffer, 25 mm length, and 215 nm height, as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). Sample A corresponds
to a TE polarization channel waveguide with 430 nm width. Sample B, used as TM polarization
channel waveguide, has 487 nm width. The sidewall angle introduced in the manufacturing process is
8 and 6 for Sample A and Sample B, respectively. These parameters were extracted from SEM
micrographs, and were fine-tuned within the experimental error range to optimize the fitting. Sample C
is a 50% asymmetric slot waveguide patterned with electron-beam lithography. It has 3 m oxide
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Fig. 5. Phase evolution and chromatic dispersion profiles for (a)–(b) TE polarization strip waveguide
(Sample A), (c)–(d) TM polarization strip waveguide (Sample B) and (e)–(f) vertical slot waveguide
(Sample C).

buffer, 14 mm length, and 250 nm height. In asymmetric slot waveguides, the slot location is different
than the geometrical center of the waveguide. We define the asymmetry degree as 2s=w [16], where s
is the distance from the center of the waveguide to the center of the slot, in absolute value, and w =2 is
half of the total width of the waveguide, see Fig. 4(c). The waveguide consists of a 80 nm wide silica
slot between two silicon rails with 5.5 angled sidewalls. All samples are covered with silica using
plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (PECVD).
In samples A and B light was vertically coupled through 70 nm-deep grating couplers. Total
insertion loss was 24 dB for Sample A (TE) and 15 dB for Sample B (TM). On the other hand, for
Sample C light was horizontally coupled using lensed fibers; total insertion loss was 54 dB.

4. Results
Fig. 5(a) and (c) show the phase experimental measurement and its polynomial fit for Sample A and
Sample B, respectively. From the fit for each sample, chromatic dispersion profiles are obtained,
Fig. 5(b) and (d), where numerical simulations performed by using commercial software based on
finite element method are also presented for comparison. In theoretical calculations, we compute
the effective index, neff ðÞ, in a broad spectral range and by numerical differentiation the GVD
parameter as a function of wavelength is obtained as D ¼ ð=cÞd 2 neff =d 2 . Material dispersion
has been taken into account by considering the Sellmeier equation for both silicon and silica [17].
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It can be seen that dispersion values and their slopes reasonably agree with the calculations; the
small discrepancies are attributed to geometrical deviations of the fabricated device with respect to
the simulation, which is assumed to be perfectly symmetric and homogeneous. In principle, there is
no limitation on the dispersion measurable range. However, the minimum measurable dispersion
would be determined by the phase noise, which depends on the experimental conditions. 3
parameter is also obtained for both samples; for Sample A, we found an experimental value of
3 ¼ 0:0394 ps3 =m and a theoretical value of 3 ¼ 0:0392 ps3 =m. In the case of Sample B,
experimental 3 ¼ 0:019 ps3 =m and calculated 3 ¼ 0:0076 ps3 =m values are obtained. Experimental group index values are 4.36 and 3.21 for TE polarization strip and TM polarization strip,
respectively, while calculated values are 4.35 and 3.46, showing a good agreement too. Vertical
slot waveguide experimental phase and its fitting are shown in Fig. 5(e). Fig. 5(f) shows the
chromatic dispersion profile for this sample which presents a measured value of 3 ¼
0:0939 ps3 =m and a calculated value of 3 ¼ 0:0886 ps3 =m. Experimental and theoretical
values of group index for Sample C are 4.17 and 4.15, respectively.

5. Conclusion
A novel method for chromatic dispersion measurement in nanophotonic waveguides is proposed
and demonstrated. By measuring the phase evolution versus wavelength of the waveguides in a
MZI, the chromatic dispersion and its slope can be determined. The technique is immune to fringe
instability and allows the characterization of integrated waveguides with high insertion loss. We
have performed an accurate dispersion characterization of conventional strip waveguides for both
TE and TM polarizations as well as vertical slot waveguide. The experimental results were in close
agreement with those obtained from simulation.
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